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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA)

has been pursuing a program to assess the vulnerability of various

military systems to high-power microwaves (HPM). In order to perform this

work, DNA has established and assisted in establishing several HPM .

facilities (e.g. Physics International (PI), Sandia National Laboratories

(SNL), and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL)). During the past

year, Mission Research Corporation (MRC) has been performing contract work

for DNA to cross-calibrate these facilities. The purpose of this work has

been to develop a cross-calibration diagnostic package and to begin

calibrating the facilities. The cross-calibration will serve two

purposes: 1) to allow data taken at different facilities to be compared in

a systematic way, and 2) to provide an impartial check on the facility

diagnostics. To date, only the PI side-extraction vircator has been

calibrated.

The basic cross-calibration diagnostic package has been designed

to measure HPM energy, peak power, pulse shape, frequency, and mode.

These characteristics depend primarily on the HPM source. It is planned

to extend the diagnostic package to include far-field mapping of the HPM

field pattern. Energy information is obtained using a calorimetric load

which utilizes an inverted cone design. This design has been shown to be

sensitive to about 0.2 joules which is more than is required for the

planned applications. Peak power is obtained from pulse-shape

diagnostics. Using the measured energy and the pulse shape, the peak

power can be calculated, since energy per unit time is related to power.

Additionally, knowing the calibration of the pulse-shape diagnostic, a

peak power may be measured directly. The latter approach is more

susceptible to error than the former approach due to the large attenuation

used in the pulse-shape diagnostic, but serves as a check on the other "

approach. The device utilized to measure the pulse shape is a double

balanced mixer with a fast (4 GHz) IF output (Reference 1) yieldinq a 350

ps rise time using a TEK 7104 (1 0Hz) oscilloscope. A heterodyne mixer

-c *S! %



technique is utilized to measure the frequency (Reference 1). This

approach down-converts the microwave signal to a frequency that can be

directly measured on a fast (TEK 7104) oscilloscope. Mode is determined

by using a leaky-pipe technique. This approach basically disperses the

microwave pulse to different angles depending on the mode. Multiple .*

pulse-shape detectors are then used to compare the energy in different

modes. These diagnostic techniques are described in more detail in

Section 2.

This diagnostic package has been utilized to calibrate the PI

side-extraction vircator and worked extremely well. A schematic of this

diagnostic package is shown in Figure 1. Energy per pulse was measured to Il

be 7 ± 2 joules. Peak power was measured to be approximately 1.2 GW. The

pulse shape was observed to consist of a few, very sharp (rise time of

less than 0.5 ns), very narrow (FWHM = 1-2 ns) spikes. (This was the

first time this structure was observed on the PI facility due to the

slower diagnostics (rise time = 6 ns) that had been utilized.) The

frequency was observed to chirp in time and to vary as expected when the

AK gap of the vircator was varied. The mode content was measured to be

89% TE01 , 4% TE0 2, and 7% TE0 3. A detailed description of the data

obtained for the PI cross-calibration is given in Section 3.

Based on our experience over the last several years during which

MRC has performed HPM diagnostic work for DNA, MRC has identified four

diagnostic technical areas that require additional work to assure a high ,

quality HPM program for DNA: 1) improved diagnostic documentation as well

as the availability of expert technical advice for the DNA HPM program, 2)

refinements to the existing diagnostic package, 3) cross-calibration of

other DNA facilities, and 4) the development of new diagnostics for

lethality testing and for HPM propagation studies.

2.U
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SECTION 2

HI' DIAGNOSTICS

The purpose of this section is to describe in detail the

diagnostic techniques utilized in our cross-calibration package. These

techniques are 1) mixer pulse shape detector (homodyne), 2) mixer

frequency detector (heterodyne), 3) calorimetry, and 4) leaky-pipe mode

spectrometry.

2.1 HYBRID DOUBLE-BALANCED MIXER DETECTOR. ,

2.1.1 Introduction.

It is possible to use the diodes in mixers, with their inherent

wide bandwidth, to detect the pulse shape/power of a microwave pulse. The

essence of the technique is as follows. The high-power signal is

attenuated to under IOW peak by waveguide side-wall couplers and fed

coaxially into an in-phase, 2-way multi-octave Wilkinson power divider

where it is coherently split. These two signals are fed via a matched A

coaxial pair into the RF and LO inputs of a hybrid double-balanced mixer

with an IF bandwidth of 4 GCHz. (Mixers are discussed in great detail in

Section 2.2.) Since the frequencies are identical, the IF output is the

pulse envelope with rise time resolution of about 70 ps. This signal is

then measured by a fast oscilloscope (3 dB down at 1 GHz). This method is

compact, simple to use, and cost competitive with crystal detectors. The

frequency response has the potential to be essentially flat over its
a

bandwidth, which is better than an octave in magnitude. Insertion loss

and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are low, and both components are

available commercially for frequencies up to 18 GHz.

2.1.2 Physics.

The two major components necessary to construct this diagnostic ,.

are a power divider and mixer. Mixers are discussed in detail in Section 0
2.2 although comments regarding specific mixer attributes for a pulse

shape diagnostic will be qiven here.

4 0



The mixer falls into the solid-state class of components, along

with diodes, amplifiers, etc. The power divider falls into the passive

component class, along with terminations, attenuators, shorts, directional

couplers, etc. Because the power divider belongs to this class, it

possesses the capability of withstanding high power (compared with

solid-state devices) and is less susceptible to physical damage. Power

dividers simply split an input signal into two or more identical output

signals, or combine multiple signals into one output signal. The basic

measure of quality of a power divider is its ability to provide identical

outputs. However, achievement of equal outputs is also a function of the

Impedance match between the divider and the external system and of the

intrinsic isolation of the divider.

There are several parameters which are useful when character-

Izing the performance of a power divider. The VSWR is a standard

measurement for most microwave devices and is defined in Section 2.2. For

multi-port systems, like the power-divider, VSWR measurements are made on

a single port with the others terminated with matched loads. VSWR for -.

power dividers is usually between 1.0 and 2.5.

The term isolation is defined as the ratio of the output power

of one output port to the input power of any other output port and is

expressed in dB. It is a measure of the isolation between any set of

output ports. The measurement is made with matched terminations on all

other ports. Isolation is typically between 10 and 20 dB for most

dividers.

The insertion loss is a measure of the power loss through the N
device (excluding the power division factor). It is defined as the ratio

of power output to power input and is expressed in dB. A matched source -

and load is used in the measurement. Since transmission line loss

increases with frequency, the insertion loss is minimized at the lowest

frequency and linearly increases with a slope dependent on the divider

length. Insertion loss can be as low as .25 dB and may reach as high as 3

dB for multi-port dividers.

5
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The amplitude tracking error is a measure of the difference in

the signal amplitude at the output ports. It is sometimes called the

amplitude unbalance. It is defined as the ratio of the maximum signal at

any port to the minimum signal of any other port and is expressed in dB.

Typically, the tracking error is very low, increasing with the number of

output ports. It is usually under 1.0 dB.

The phase tracking error is a measure of the difference in phase j
of the signals measured at the output ports. It is defined as the maximum

difference in the phases between the signals measured at any two output

ports. It is typically very low and usually does not exceed ± 50 for most

dividers.

2.1.3 Pulse Shape Detection. 0

There are several types of power dividers with unique attributes

and problems. The unmatched coaxial type is simply economical. It cannot

compete with other dividers on any other feature. The matched coaxial

type boasts low VSWR and insertion loss, and high power capability as well

as low cost. Its amplitude and phase tracking characteristics are poor,

however. The Wilkinson stripline type has some of the best phase and

amplitude tracking characteristics as well as the lowest insertion loss

and high isolation. They are physically small and operate over a large

bandwidth. The VSWR for this type divider is mediocre, however, and it

has lower power handling capabilities. The tapered line stripline can

handle more power than the Wilkinson stripline, but only at the expense of

insertion loss and output tracking error. It does so, however, in a very

large bandwidth. Finally, the characteristics of the microwave integrated

circuit type are similar to those of the Wilkinson type, except that

small size is exchanged for good insertion loss.

For pulse shape measurements using this technique, a mixer with

the following characteristics is necesary: wide IF bandwidth, low VSWR (to

enhance divider output tracking), high dynamic range, enhanced spurious

6
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rejection and harmonic suppression, and substantial power handling

capabilities. A detailed description of these parameters is given In

Section 2.2.

The most critical consideration when choosing components for

this diagnostic is to deliver to the mixer diodes two identical signals.

This can be accomplished with a power divider with excellent amplitude and

phase tracking characteristics and a mixer with well matched (balanced) "
S

LO/RF inputs. Based primarily on this consideration, the in-phase,

two-way multi-octave Wilkinson stripline power divider used in conjunction

with a 3 dB hybrid double-balanced mixer are the components of choice when

constructing this diagnostic.

The schematic diagram shown in Figure 2 is that of a standard

mixer detector. The specific components are described above.

Construction of the matched coaxial pair requires great care, particularly

for diagnostics at higher frequencies. Semi-rigid cable with gentle bends

is recommended for enhanced performance. The use of identical phase

shifters inserted in the matched coaxial pair line may improve

performance. Once in the lines, they may be used to match exactly the

phases of the two signals reaching the mixer diodes. Introduction of

phase shifters may jeopardize the phase and amplitude tracking of the

power divider, however, due to the additional VSWR.

Figure 3 is a typical example of double-balanced mixer detector

data. The components were the following: Anaren 41690 power-divider:

7.0-18 GHz RF bandwidth, 20 dB isolation, 1.7 VSWR, 1.0 dB insertion loss, '

± .25 dB amplitude tracking error, ± 5° phase tracking error, and Anaren *5

75129 double balanced mixer: 8.0-18 GHz RF bandwidth, 23 dB LO/RF

isolation, 3.0 VSWR, 8.5 dB conversion loss, and DC-4.0 GHz IF bandwidth.

The matched coaxial pair were 0.141' copper jacket semi-riqid cable with

teflon dielectrics. The connectors used were beryllium copper SMA type

straight connectors with the following characteristics (at 10 GHz): 1.1

VSWR, 0.09 dB insertion loss, 90 dB RF leakaqe. Fiqure 4 is the detected

7:
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RF power vs. output voltage curve for the above described detector.

Curves are shown for four representative frequencies spanning the lower

portion of the RF bandwidth of the mixer. The frequency response,

although not flat, is similar to that of most crystal diodes. It is,

however, a function of many factors, including VSWR throughout the system,

phase tracking into both legs of the double-balanced mixer diode bridge,

as well as the diode characteristics themselves. However, the use of the

double-balanced mixer bridge should help average out unique frequency

response effects of the diodes. Because the power-divider introduces an

insertion loss of about -1 dB in addition to the power division factor of

-3 dB, only about 40% of the input power is applied to each mixer port.

The mixer described above will operate properly with an RF input of 400

mW: hence, signals In excess of 1W are detectable with no external

attenuation. The rise-time characteristics, although qualitatively shown

in Figure 3, have been measured for the mixer detector described above

used in conjunction with a TEK 7104 scope with a 7A29 plug-in ampl.ifier.

This mixer detector rise-time response is shown in Figure 5. The 10%-90%

rise-time for a 200 mV equivalent pulse is 300 ps which exceeds, by a

factor of 2, the rise-times of the fastest Germanium Tunnel diodes

(Reference 2). •S

Mixers are available with "RF" bandwidths from very low

frequency (<1 Hz) to far into the sub-millimeter wave regime. Although

not presently available commercially, mixers operating at 990 GHz with -25

dB rejection and about 1 dB insertion loss are beinq developed (Reference

3). Balanced and double-balanced mixers are readily available up to 110

GHz with RF bandwidths which span two octaves and IF bandwidths up to 8"N

GHz. Power dividers are available up to , 0 GHz, althouqh phase and .5.'

amplitude trackinq error becom- riiite sinnificant at frequencies above 20

GHz where stripline technolnq is no lmuer a,,ailahle. 4s mentioned

above. thi-s detectnr *ill onw 'rate in tiii 1-7 'A maximim i'ipit ranqe and

%ill withstand twice as m tch powr wi tn, 1  darnda( , althu, qih the rvt put ma,
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The advantages and limitations of using the "mixer" technique

for microwave pulse shape measurements are summarized below.

Advantages

1) extremely fast rise-times (<70 ps without oscilloscope,

<300 ps with TEK 7104/7A29) N

2) simplicity of operation

3) multi-octave bandwidth

4) simple, straightforward design

5) moderaLp power handling capability (<2 W CW)

Limitations

1) wide unit-to-unit variation in characteristics

2) temperature and x-ray scnsitivity

3) moderately expensive (approximately S1,O00/channel)

2.2 MIXER HETERODYNE FREQUENCY DETECTOR.

2.2.1 Introduction.

Mixers are used to convert a signal from one frequency to

another. This is done by combining the original RF signal with a local

oscillator signal (LO) in a non-linear device such as a Schottky-barrier

diode. The diode output spectrum has the following components: fRF, 0

fLO, and mfLo + nfRF, where m and n are positive integers. The

desired output frequency, commonly called the intermediate frequency (IF),

can be either the lower (fLO - fRF) or the upper (fLO - fRF)

sideband. When a mixer is used as a down-converter, the lower sideband is

the sidehand of interest. A balanced mixer makes use of the 3 dB hybrid

to divide and recombine the RF and LO inputs in two mixing diodes in such

a way as to distribute the signals uniformly (balanced) to each mixer

(iode. The necessit, for a balanced mixer *ill be made clear in Section

13
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2.2.2. The signal to be diagnosed is the RF input to the mixer, and the

LO input is an appropriately selected, stable, local oscillator. The IF

signal is then displayed on a wide-band oscilloscope as the down-converted

RF signal shifted in frequency by exactly fLO"

2.2.2 Physics.

-p

The schematic diagram of a mixer is shown in Figure 6. The

diode's nonlinear barrier resistance Rj performs the mixing while the

other components (parasitics) merely introduce loss. In conventional

resistive mixing, the nonlinear barrier resistance generates higher order

harmonics of the local oscillator fundamental (LO), all of which mix

with the input signal to produce the spectra described above. Third order

harmonics and higher are not usually significant in most mixer designs;

hence the following IF spectra includes all important components (listed

from lowest to highest frequency): fRF - fLO, 2 fRF - 2fLO, fLO

(normally lower in frequency than fRF but higher power), fRF, 2 fLO,

and 2 fRF.

There are two basic forms of the conventional mixer circuit.

The simplest is the single-ended circuit which is comprised of a single

diode and requires that the LO and RF be combined prior to their

introduction into the mixer. The balanced mixer circuit consists of two

diodes fed by a four-part, 3 dB coupler as shown in Figure 7. This

configuration provides better isolation between the LO and RF signal and

cancels the AM noise generated by the LO. 0

The theorv of the mixinq phenomenon is qiven in the following

section. The 1-\ chardeteristic of a detector diode is aiven by

I :I (e n -1) (1)

j S
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where Isi = saturation current p-n Ge j=1 nj=l

k = Boltzmann's constant Si 2 =2

e = electron charge Schottky A-Si 3 -1

T = temperature W-GaAs 4 =1

nj = diode type factor

Hence, the instantaneous conductance is given by
Ij e15j eV

g(t) - = n exp (2)
n~kT

where A
V = Vo + VLO cos "_ t  (3)

(The LO voltage alone determines the conductance only if it is much larger

than the RF voltage. If the reverse is true, the LO and RF subscripts are

interchanged.) Expanding the exponential in terms of Bessel functions,

the general form for g(t) may be written

OD5

g(t) = go + 1 2 gm cos mtot (4)
m=1

where

elsj eV %eVLo vs

gm -T e)Imn-LO , m-0,i,2,... (5)
njkT n7i7 njkT

with Im(x) denoting the modified Bessel functions. Hence, the

predominant vcltage across the nonlinear diode provides us with the

conductance. tov, when an RF signal is applied, the total voltage across

the diode is oiven by S..

VT = + VLOCosIOt 'RFcoS'* t (6)

Suhstitutng \T in (1) for V and expanding in a la ]or's series aho,, Vr

+ \/LOcO w[_ot (=V') for the current. we have "5"
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aI (VT) )

I (V (V - v) + O(V - 2

jT T 3V T
T

= q(t)VRF cos wRFt + O(V 2RF) (7)

Substituting (4) in (7) for q(t) we have

Ij = RF Cos * t +m=1 gRF[cos(muo + F)t + cos(mO1 - ,F)t] (3)

Hence, (3) provides an expression for the diode current spectra which

appears at the IF port of the mixer. When used as a down-converter,

suitable low-pass filters are utilized to transmit only those frequencies

of interest (i.e., predominantly the cos(wLO - uRF)t term).r

A variety of parameters have been defined in order to

characterize the performance of individual as well as each class of mixer

circuit. Conversion loss (LC) and noise figure (FN) are two of the

most important and closely related mixer parameters. Conversion loss is a

measure of the efficiency with which a mixer converts the RF signal into _

an IF sional. It is defined as the ratio of RF power to IF power at fixed

LO power and is expressed in dB. The noise figure is defined as the ratio 6W

of the IF power to available IF noise power and can be expressed in terms

of the conversion loss as follows:

r L L Nl (9) .N RF CR

where LRF is the RF transmission loss of the input circuit and NR is

the ratio of the IF output power to the noise power of an impedance equal

to that n' the diode at the IF frequenc\ when driven b, the LO.

The \ i-, is a measure of the impedance match between each of the

Mixer 'Ind RF por+  and the 50 ohm s\stem in which it is used. It can

he ,' rssed in t'rm > o t lie reflect inn coefficient of that port as

-n] S -a...%:

f .n

" .L',-, ,- - -' % , % %, " - ,bt ' ' 
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This reflection coefficient is, in turn, dependent on the diode reflection

coefficients for each hybrid configuration. Reflections from the similar

mixing diodes in a 900 hybrid mixer will combine at the input opposite to

the one being fed, resulting in low VSWR at either port. As shown in

Equation (11) for the input reflection coefficient of a 900 hybrid,

balanced diodes will result in a matched input, whatever their value,

R9 0 1 hbrid 1 (R1 - R2 ) (11)
T

Here R, and R2 are the reflection coefficients for each diode. The 180 °

hybrid, on the other hand, focuses any reflections from the similar mixer

diodes back to the input port. Unless the diodes themselves are a very

good match, the VSW1R will be very poor. The expression for the input

reflection coefficient for the 1800 hybrid is given by Equation (12),

1 (R R )(1 ) ' I

R 180
° hybrid (R1  R2  (12)

2

If the diode impedances are equal, the input VS%4R is the return loss for

just one diode. As demonstrated in Equation (2), diode impedance (and

hence 1800 hybrid VSWR) is a function of LO drive power (if the LO power

dominates over the RF power). (Note: The quad fed dual and double

balanced mixers shown in Table 1 use 900 hybrids and 1SO0  hybrids,

respectively, as the coupling networks to their diodes and hence exhibit

VSWR characteristics similar to their simpler counterparts.)

.% -'

The LO/RF isolation is a measure of the LO power leakaQe to the

RF port of the mixer. It is defined as the difference between the LO

power levels at the LO port and the RF port and is expressed in dB. Here,

190' hybrid tYpe- enjov the hst performance. The isolat ion for 110'

hybrids is qiven h-

V-
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Isol.1800 = 20 log ( (13)
Ril -R 2  ,

-. %

, hence is strongly enhanced for matched diodes. One must note, WP

however, that the diodes must track each other with LO input power to

r-tain these enhanced characteristics. The 900 hybrid types do not fare

as well, however, since any LO power not absorbed by the diodes is

c -,ted to the F port. The isolation for this type of coupling network

is given by

lsol.90 o = 20 log 1 2 (14)R2 + R2  
N

For matched diodes, the isolation will be the return loss for one diode.

(Note: The double-balanced mixer uses 1800 hybrids as the coupling

network and hence enjoys the same characteristics as the balanced 1800 *'-

hybrid mixers. Although quad fed mixers use 90 hybrid coupling networks, ...

their LO/RF isolation performance is also good due to a phasing network

designed to dump unused LO power into an internal load.) "ft

The desired IF output of a mixer used as a down-convertor is the

lower sideband (LSB): fIF = fRF - fLO" As mentioned above, the LSB

is hardly the only component present at the IF port, and it is frequently'0

a design consideration to suppress all other signals. There are several

parameters to describe each class of unwanted harmonic or spurious %

response. In order to classify these harmonics, a system has been defined ,."

as follows. Harmonics are expressed in the form mfLo + nfRF and are .

classified by their order: (m+n)th order or mxn. Roughly speaking,

spurious rejection is a measure of how well the mixer prevents Im-n=1

spurious responses from reaching the IF port. Similarly, harmonic

suppression is a measure of the mixer's ability to eliminate Im-nf=0,

m,ri>1 sianals. Typicallyv, signals with m,n>5 or Im-nlj>2 are insiqnificant

and hence are not discussed here. Both terms described above fall into

'J
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the category known as single-tone intermodulation due to the monochromatic

nature of the RF and LO input signals. A representative graph of 900

hybrid mixer single-tone intermodulation response for fRF<IO0 MHz is

shown in Figure 8. Suppression of harmonic intermodulation products is

dependent on the RF and LO phase and the diode junctions. Mixers are

typically designed to suppress completely all even mxn harmonics. As -- J.

shown in Figure 8, the only significant (within 30 dB) IF signals are the

1xi and 2x, and the 2xi is 15 dB down from the LSB. Two-tone

intermodulation is the result of two signals being applied to the mixer RF

input simultaneously. They may generate harmonics, mix with each other,

and mix with the LO and its harmonics. This produces a rather large

spectrum of which the third-order, two-tone products are prevalent due to

their magnitude and hardiness. The third-order products are (2 fRF1

fRF2) . fLO = fIF or (fRF1 + 2 fRF2) + fLO = fIF, and they

follow a power law response similar to the single-tone response shown in

Figure 8. A standard method of specifying the third-order performance is

the "intercept" approach. The third-order intercept is the point at which

the third-order response with a slope of 3 intercepts the "linearl."

extrapolated lx1 response with a slope of 1 Because the slope for a Jb

third-order response is always 3, the higher the intercept point, the

better the suppression.

The IF bandwidth is typically defined as the upper and lower

frequencies at which the IF response is at most 3 dB below the IF response

at 30 MHz. Mixers are available with IF bandwidths as large as DC to 5.

GHz in the millimeter wave range, and some IF bandwidths overlap the RF

bandwidth. Large IF bandidths are achieved with the application of

phasing techniques to the IF ports rather than filtering to extract IF

power.

The dynamic ranne is simpl% defined as the power rarige over

which the device can he used. The fnllowinq is a description of the

regimes of interest for i mixfer in order of inrrea-,ing RF input power.

Below the minimim detr.cted siqral ()pjjj ornl thpermal roi-e is present.

.<
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An expression for SMD is as follows:

SMD = -111 dBm + 10 dBm log(BiF) (15) j

where the first term is 3 dB above thermal noise in a 1 MHz bandwidth and

BIF is the IF bandwidth normalized to 1 M-z. The spurious free dynamic

range (RSF) begins at SMD and includes up to the maximum input level

that generates third-order intermodulation products just equal to the

output noise level. The dynamic range is typically identified as RSF

and can be written as follows:

RSF - [PI - LC- SMD] (16) %.

3 .%

where PT is the third-order intercept point normalized to 1 dBm and LC

is the conversion loss in dB. Here, SMD is normalized to 1 dBm. The

third-order intercept point is near the onset of mixer saturation which

occupies the regime above RSF. The mixer may still be useful in this

regime if spurious rejection and suppression of two-tone intermodulation

are unimportant. This is typically not the case with the mixer

application of down-conversion. Finally, increased RF power will reach

the damage level of the component which can exceed 1W CW.

2.2.3 Frequency Detection.

Several classes of mixer circuits have been aeveloped. Each

class of mixer circuit has a unique set of enhanced parameters to meet a

specific need. Table 1 provides a comparison of each class with

representative values for each parameter. The balanced mixer (180' hybrid

type) is being replaced with the double-balanced mixer which enjoys equal

or superior performance for all mixer parameters. All mixer types are

suitable as down-converters and phase detectors. Only the double-

balanced mixer is useful as an up-converter or for balanced or bi-phase

demodulation purposes. On the other hand, the balanced mixers perform

well as frequency discriminators and as AM or FM demodulators. Selection S

of a mixer with the proper characteristics is a necessity for h\brid mixer

2) 4



down-converter frequency diaqnostics. If the knowledge of the frequency

to be measured is limited, an extremely wide IF bandwidth is required,

althouqh frequency measurement is bandwidth limited to about 1 GHz by p
present oscilloscope technology. Accurate, unambiguous frequency

measurements always require a mixer which rejects m-n=1 spurious IF

signals and severely suppresses harmonic generation. Conversion loss is

usually not a concern because of the excess RF power available. According

to Table 1, the double-balanced mixer has the best spurious rejection and

harmonic suppression characteristics as well as an extremely wide IF

bandwidth. The conversion loss is at an acceptable level, and the poor

VSWR can be easily corrected with little or no detrimental effect on the

performance of this frequency measurement tool.

The power of the double-balanced mixer down-converter is %

demonstrated in Figure 9a, where actual data is presented. The mixer was

an Anaren 73129 double-balanced mixer with the following characteristics:

8.0-18 GHz RF bandwidth, 23 dB LO/RF isolation, 3.0 VSWR, 8.5 dB

conversion loss, and DC-4.0 GHz IF bandwidth. The LO was driven at 8.5

GHz (30 mW). The IF output was measured in a 50 ohm system with a fast

oscilloscope (3 dB down at 1 GHz). Despite the spikey nature of the pulse

shape itself (Figure 9b), the frequency measurement responds

satisfactorily because the high LO power drove the mixer into its flat,

nonlinear reqime, and the pulse shape was "washed out". The Fourier

transform of Figure 9a is shown in Figure 10. Clear components are e.

present at (8.5 -t 0.32) GHz and (8.5 ± 0.15) GHz. The inherent difficult\,

with this mixer technique is the ambiguity in the frequency measurement.
-J.

Either an RF frequency higher or lower than the LO frequency will result

in the same IF output. Hence, two diagnostics or two separate samples

with different LO frequency are necessary to measure uniquel\ the

f reqtlency.

An area of concern and uncertainty with this technique ("hich is

somotimes called the heterodvne techniqtue) is in the difficult\ of inter-

prPtina the resilts if the pulse width is near the period of -)e 1I

?SS
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signal, Tpw ( 2fIFJ'. A full cycle or more of the down-converted

signal is not observable in the output of the mixer, and the pulse shape

cannot be extracted easily from the IF signal. Thus, the scope bandwidth

limits the minimum pulse width for which a frequency measurement may be

made. For example, if the scope bandwidth is 1 CHz, the pulse width limit

is about 10 ns since about 10 cycles are desired to define the frequency.

Also, this implies a limit on how quickly a signal can chirp inside the

pulse. This condition must be investigated to gain insight into the

interpretation of heterodyne results for short microwave pulses.

Mixers are available with RF bandwidths from very low frequency

(< Hz) to far into the sub-millimeter wave regime. As mentioned above,

mixers operating at 890 GHz are being developed and balanced mixers are

readily available up to 110 GHz. Some RF bandwidths for individual units

span several octaves, and IF bandwidths cover DC-4 CHz for some. Power

handling capabilities do not exceed 1 W (usually < 400 mW.

The advantages and limitations of using the heterodyne technique

as a microwave frequency diagnostic are summarized below.

Advantages

1) single-pulse frequency determination

2) easy to implement and use

3) usually simple to interpret output

4) time-resolved frequency measurement

5) instantaneous RF bandwidth spans several octaves

6) diagnostic less LO source is inexpensive

7) compact when \"C0 used as LO source

IN
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Limitations p

1) requires fast oscilloscope for measurement

2) frequency uncertainty must be less than 1 GHz

3) two diagnostics necessary for unambiguous measurement

4) oscilloscope bandwidth limits the minimum pulse width V.
and/or the frequency chirping speed detectable with this
method 0

5) input attenuation necessary to prevent detector damage

2.3 CALORIMETER.
I

2.3.1 Introduction. -'

Calorimetry is the fundamental microwave energy (average power)

diagnostic technique. A calorimeter consists simply of a thermally

isolated radiation absorber and a temperature transducer. An ideal

absorber converts 100% of the incident electromagnetic radiation into

thermal energy; conversion in this case is represented by the temperature

rise of the absorber. The total energy of an incident microwave pulse can

be calculated from the temperature rise of the absorber. The average

power is calculated from a simultaneous measurement of the pulse shape.

Calorimeters are inherently broadband devices, i.e., over a wide

frequency range the energy absorbed and the temperature rise of the

absorber are not dependent on the incident frequency. Microwave

calorimeters have been constructed and used in the S-, X-, and V-band

ranqes to diagnose short (< 30 ns), high power (~ 1 Gigwatt), non-

repetitive pulses. The total puls energy, however, may be less than one

joule. This places a premium on the ahi1it to detect small temperature

rhancies.

'"l
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2.3.2 Physics.

In theory and in practice, calorimeters are fairly simple

devices, although careful engineering is required to maximize their

performance. A calorimeter simply absorbs electromagnetic energy and ..

converts it into thermal energy. The theory of operation is quite

simple. If a thermally isolated body of mass M and specific heat Cp

absorbs a quantity of energy Q, then the temperature of the body will

increase by an amount, AT = Q/MCp.

There are two major areas that must be addressed: conversion of

electromagnetic energy into thermal energy, and measurement of thermal

energy change (usually via temperature). The former requires

consideration of absorber material, geometry, and orientation as they

relate to the conversion efficiency of electromagnetic to thermal energy,

thermal losses, electromagnetic reflectivity (impedance matching), and

frequency response. Other concerns include calorimeter sensitivity and

response rise-times.

The equation above, relating temperature change to absorbed

energy, is valid only for an ideally thermally-isolated absorber in

thermal equilibrium. This ideal can be very closely approached in

practice by minimizing thermal losses. In general, the three processes by

which thermal energy may be lost in the system are radiation, conduction,

and convection, in order of importance. Convective losses are all but

eliminated b\ performing the calorimetric measurement in-vacuo. ..

Conductive losses are minimized by utilizing thin monofilament support

members with low thermal conductivity for the absorber material, and thin

therml transducer leads. For a calorimeter of mass M and specific heat

C0 suspended with monofilament of cross-section Ac,, total length ko, and

thermal conductivit Ku , the conductive thermal loss aoes as a decaying

exponential ith e-foldi, ig time of tc  C pI ; C,/ K , for mosi

c-ior imeters desiqned "ith bIlk sheet absorber, the primar\ source of

i.) *
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thermal energy transport is radiative. Radiative losses are minimized

with low absorber surface area and small temperature gradients between the a

absorber and the vacuum chamber. Recent developments have indicated that

more stable calorimetric behavior is attained with an insulated vacuum

chamber at room temperature rather than with ice baths. An explanation

for this observation involves a variety of factors. Fluctuations in

vacuum vessel temperature resulting from melting ice and variations in "

vessel pressure coupled with the large temperature gradient between vessel

walls and input waveguide are the predominant temperature stability

factors. Still, the radiative losses predominate, and energy is lost

linearly in time with one-half of the absorbed energy lost after

= CpM £n(2) (17)
4aAT3

R
S..

where a = Boltzmann constant, A = calorimeter surface area, and TR =

reservoir temperature. Of course, these loss rates are meaningful only

with reference to the rate at which the absorber reaches thermal

equilibrium. For a conical shaped absorber of length X made of material

with specific heat Ci, thermal conductivity K, and mass density p,

thermal equilibration goes as a decaying exponential with an e-folding

time of to, = (Cpp£2)/(Ka2), where a = 4.5. To demonstrate the relative

maonitudes cf the time constants listed above, take the example of a 15 cm C.

long poco-graphite pyramid with a base dimension of 5.3 cm and thickness

of 0.005". Assume it is suspended by nylon monofilament in 8 places and

two thin copper wires connect the thermistors to the outside world. The

e-folding time for conductive losses for the monofilament and the copper .-.

wires are 31 days and I/2 hours, respectively. The radiative

half-life is 23.6 s and the thermal equilibration rate is 15.3 s. This

specific example will be discussed later in more detail.

There are a variety of materials available as electromaqnetic .e

radiation absorbers in the microwave reqime. Most calorimeters for short S

WoF e
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microwave pulses have utilized resistive absorbers. Since the absorber -

temperature is usually monitored in only a few locations, it is necessary...

that any absorber material possess a high thermal conductivity so that

1

thermal equilibrium may be reached before the various heat loss mechanisms '_

significantly reduce the absorber temperature. Poco-graphite is by far

the most widely used material because of its low mass density, good

absorption coefficient, and availability in thin sheets. Synthane-Taylor

L-564 has a better absorption coefficient but is not available in sheets

under 0.015" thick and has a mass density comparable to poco-graphite.

Both materials are fairly rigid, preventing the construction of arbitrary
shapes. Arbitrary shapes may be special ordered from Synthane-Taylor,

however. Thin films of graphite are available on mylar films which allow

flexibility in construction. The absorptive properties of this material,

however, have not been investigated. Finally, research is being conducted

on a resistive wire microwave absorber (Reference 4). This type of -

calorimeter requires no external transducer, since its resistivity is a

function of temperature.

In order for the observed absorber temperature rise to represent

truly the total pulse energy, either all of the incident energy must be -. %" -,

absorbed, the fraction of energy absorbed must be frequency independent,

or the frequency content of the pulse and the frequency response of the

absorber must be known. The latter is less desirable and difficult to

know accurately. In an engineering sense, this means that the absorber

should be well matched to the source waveguide. This matching is accom-

plished in several existing designs that utilize pyramidal resistive ab-

sorber with taper lengths on the order of 5-10 wavelengths. However,

other Qeometrical configurations have been used. Absorption coefficients

are usually .90 or better. Several pyramid orientations are possible.

Some designs place the pyramid apex closest to the source. A particular

design in this confintiration placed the apex near one Aall of the wave-

oniude in a region of low electric field strength to minimize electrical

breakdown probl(ms. This problem can be circumvented b\ placinq the .

31r



pyramid apex away from the source. In any design, however, a compromise

must be reached between two conflicting requirements: a long absorber is

necessary for waveguide matching, and low absorber mass (mass proportional

to length) is necessary for maximum sensitivity.

The method by which the temperature change is detected is
discussed below. The average absorber temperature is typically monitored

by several thermistors fastened to the absorber and electrically connected

in series. Thermal contact is made through thermally conductive epoxy

which afix the thermistors to the absorber. The absorber pieces

themselves are usually adjoined with electrically conductive epoxy. The

measurement sensitivity can be improved if the thermistor array is

connected as one leg of an electrical resistance bridge circuit. Very

small temperature changes, on the order of 1 mK, can be measured in this

fashion. Care must be taken, however, to reduce possible thermistor ohmic

heating effects. It has been suggested that an infrared camera, capable

of measuring temperature changes of about .10 C, may be suitable as a

calorimeter temperature transducer. This arrangement has two advantages:

1) any conduction losses through thermistor leads or thermistor

self-heating effects are eliminated, 2) the temperature distribution of

the entire absorber can be monitored, which can yield detailed information

% on the mode pattern of the incident radiation. A recent alternate

approach differs in that the absorber temperature is not measured;

instead, the thermal energy stored in the absorber is transferred to a gas
cell bounded on one side by the absorber and on the other by an input

window. The absorber is placed one-quarter wavelength in front of a

conductive end plate. The incident energy is calculated from the measured

pressure rise in the gas cell.

2.3.3 Calorimetric Energy Measurements.

The trend i HPM source development is toward lower frequen-ies

in overmoded "avequide. This trend makes the application of rdhorimetric

. %



techniques difficult, if not impossible. Physically large waveguide

requires physically large calorimetric absorbers which suffer from poor

sensitivity if properly impedance matched, or poor VSWR if the length is

decreased to improve sensitivity. A careful design is necessary to insure

performance characteristics consistent with the needs of the source being

diagnosed. The performance characteristics of the calorimeter discussed

in the third paragraph of this section are somewhat typical and will be

presented below. The output of the HPM source to be diagnosed was

overmoded C-band waveguide (1.5" x 3") at about 5 GHz with most of the

power in the TE1 0 mode. VSWR measurements were taken in-situ (mounted in

the vacuum chamber) and are presented in Figure 11. As is evident from

the figure, the reflection coefficient varies radically over the band from

under 1% to 76%. The calorimeter, however was designed for enhanced

sensitivity which will be demonstrated shortly. The response itself was

calculated based on the thermal equilibration and decay rates discussed

above in addition to the inclusion of a resistance bridge circuit in the

design. The sensitivity of 30 mV/3 for this calorimeter is also dependent

on the specific circuit component values used. Incorporating this

sensitivity and the time constants calculated above, an estimate for the

response can be made and is shown in Figure 12a. The actual response is

shown in Figure 12b where the data has been corrected for VSWR. It should
be noted that the response of some calorimeters resembles a step function,

because the absorber surface area is small and radiative effects are

essentially insignificant. For response of the type shown in Figure 12,

the regime of interest is during the exponential decay which should be

exponentially extrapolated to t = 0 to obtain the t = 0 response. Because

flat frequency response was sacrificed for sensitivity, the calorimeter

must be calibrated over the frequency band of interest. The frequency

response for the above calorimeter is shown in Fiqure 13. Methods to

improve frequency response while maintaining sensitivit\ and mode

independency are being investigated. Finally, as expected, the responre

of the calorimeter with incident energy is linear. The response of the

calorimeter discussed above as a function of incident enera\ is sho~sn in

34~
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Figure 14. The discrete points are actual data while the straight line is

a least squares fit to the data with a slope of 2 mV/J. Although the last
S,

point taken was for 100 mJ, the response was quite strong and the expected

minimum measurable energy is under 10 mJ.

The advantages and limitations of using calorimetric

measurements for a microwave energy diagnostic are summarized below. -

Advantages

1) potential broadband operation or high sensitivity

2) direct measurement

3) simple, rugged construction

4) insensitive to mode and external noise sources (x-rays,
machine EMP, etc.)

5) high-power source not necessary for calibration

Limitations

1) must be designed to match well to input waveguide

2) small absorber mass necessary for detectable temperature
rise

3) peak power calculated from pulse shape information

4) operation more difficult at low frequency (<4 GHz)

2.4 LEAKY-PIPF MODE SPECTROMETER.

leaky pipe mode spectrometer makes use of the fact that

different modes propagate at different speeds inside of a ,avepiiide.

Utilizinq this fact in conjunction with basic antenna theor for a linedr

arrci , one can show that the angle of radiat ion of the arria is dvptrndvlt

on the mode (phase velocity) (Reference 5). 1he ie.k\-pipe rtditor
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consists of a series of small apertures which radiate as a phased array. gI

Figure 15 is a drawing of the C-band leaky-pipe radiator we utilized at

PI. Figures 16 and 17 show the angular response of this device to the

TE1 0 and TE3 0 modes, respectively. The TE3 0 mode was excited using a

simple waveguide mode converter. Figure 18 is a plot showing the

theoretical angular response of the C-band leaky-pipe radiator. r

Figure 19 is a schematic drawing of a leaky-pipe radiator which

shows how the radiation angle is defined. With the angle of radiation

defined in this manner, the formula describing how this angle varies with

frequency and mode for a TEmn rectangular mode is as follows:

C 2 [ ,
cose Z c _[Jf) + 11 2} (18)

2f y z

where c is the speed of light, f is the frequency, y is the width of the
broad side of the waveguide, and z is the width of the narrow side of the

waveguide. As one can see from this formula, the angle of radiation

depends on the frequency as well as the mode; however, as long as the

frequency band of interest is not too large, there is sufficient-A
separation of the modes to be able to discriminate among them.

The approach we used to map the angular pattern was to use two

wavequide transducers in conjunction with the fast pulse and heterodyne

detectors. This allowed us to observe how the pattern changed in time, as

well as to monitor the frequency. One waveguide was left in the same

position (e.g., the anqle for the TE1 0 mode), and the other waveguide was

moved to various angles to map the pattern.

The advantaqes and limitations of a leaky-pipe spectrometer to

diagnose mode are summarized below.

40I
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Advantages

1) Simple design

2) Allows time history of the mode content to be monitored

3) Low cost

Limitations

1) Possible breakdown at radiating apertures

2) Potential for overlap of modes
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SECTION 3

CROSS-CALIBRATION OF THE P1 SIDE-EXTRACTION VIRCATOR

3.1 INTRODUCTION.

As a begirkning to cross-calibration of the DNA HPM facilities,

MRC fielded a standard diagnostic package at PI to examine the side- S

extraction vircator in the 8.0-12.4 GHz regime. The details of this work

are described in the following sections: 3.2 Test Plan, 3.3 Microwave

Pulse Shape, 3.4 Frequency Content, 3.5 Energy Content, and 3.6 Mode

Content. The results may be summarized as follows: "T

(1) The output microwave pulse is extremely spiky in structure

and not a Gaussian or rectangular shape as previously believed to be the

case. The pulse consists of 2 to 5 spikes which contain greater than 50%

of the total energy. These spikes generally have rise and fall times

faster than 500 ps and have FWHM of approximately 1 ns. We estimate the

peak power to be 1.3 Gh based on crystal measurements of the microwaves

radiated by the leaky pipe.

(2) The microwave output pulse appears to be approximately

reproducible from shot to shot. The number of large spikes, and the

relative position of the spikes is a constant. The distribution of energy

in the spike may vary slightly. Thus, qualitatively the pulse shape

remains the same.

(3) The frequency chirps during the pulse. There is

approximately a 2 GHz range during the pulse. The frequency starts lo",

and increases durinq the pulse. Changing the A-K gap changes the

frequency range (as well as the pulse shape). Typical frequency data for

the following \-K gaps %as obtained: 1.2, 1.1, 1.0 arid 0.9 cm. 1 rue

4,

Zi
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measured frequency of most of the energy for the previous A-K gaps was as -

follows: 8-9, 8.5-9.5, 9.5-10.5, and 10.5-11.5 GHz, respectively. Some

incomplete data was also obtained at an A-K gap of 1.7 cm. The estimated

frequency for this gap is 3-6 GHz.

(4) The mode of the output microwaves changes during the

pulse. Tentatively, each spike appears to have a unique mode associated

with it. Higher order modes occur later in time and the mode moves

sequentially from the TE1 0 to the higher TEm0 modes. The mode content

is as follows: TE10 (89%), TE20 (4%), and TE30 (7%), where the reference

is the total time integrated energy In the pulse.

(5) Total energy in the pulse as measured using a calorimeter

is 7 ± 2 joules. The uncertainty is related to the fact that the

calorimeter frequency response was not as flat as originally desired.

This could not be corrected in time for the PI tests and work is now

underway to resolve this problem.

Pr

3.2 TEST PLAN. ,.

Prior to performing the calibration of the PI side-extraction

vircator, MRC developed a test plan which was submitted to DNA for

approval and forwarded to Jim Benford at PI so that PI was aware of our

test requirements. In addition tc the formal test plan, correspondence

with PI was carried out to assure that the PI facility was properly-

prepared for the MRC visit. The test plan called for two days of set-up,

starting August 1, 1985, followed by nine days of operation and one day of -

tear down. During the nine days of testing, the following •

characterization of the vircator was to be performed: 1) far field

measurements (all), 2) calorimetry (5.5, 11.5), 3) survey of frequency

output (all), 4) survey of pulse shape (all), and 5) mode content (10.5).

These measurements were to be made with the vircator configured for

various frequency output in the 5-12.4 GHz regime. In the preceding list

4-"

%V



the numbers in parenthesis indicate the microwave frequencies for which

the tests were planned; "all" indicates 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, and 11.5 GHz.

Additionally, we planned to examine frequency content out of band, within

equipment constraints, and attempted to look at the vircator behavior as

low in frequency as PI had available during our visit. Being the first

users of the new PI microwave facility proved both exciting and

challenging, since last minute tweaking of the facility was occurring

during our test period.

As the testing began it became clear that the far field measure-

ments needed to be expanded. This was due to the observation of a narrow,

spiky structure for the pulse shape in contradiction of the original PI

observations. (However, as a result of our work and implementing our

diagnostic approach, PI later observed the same effect.) Further, the

calorimeter testing was delayed due to damage to the calorimeter. Until
.6#

PI was able to include a gate valve in the waveguide, the calorimeter was

susceptible to being blown apart after each shot when the machine was

vented to air to allow for rebuilding the A-K gap. We also decided to

determine if it were possible to rotate the polarization of the microwaves

utilizing a twist. We were able to accomplish all of the originally

planned experiments, although the experimental plan itself shifted in

terms of when the experiments were performed. %

3.3 MICROWAVE PULSE SHAPE.

The microwave pulse shape was detected using the hybrid

double-balanced mixer detectors described in Section 2.1 (homodyne

detection). The rise time was limited by the bandwidth of the Tektronix

7104 oscilloscope to about 350 ps. The pulse shape for the PI

side-extraction vircator %as shown to be of a very spiky nature.

Reproduced in Fiqoire 20 are typical pulse shapes for four A-K gap settings

of the vircator (0.9, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 cm). These are the A-K gap

settinas PI uses to cover the S-12 GHz region. As will become oh\ ious in

49
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the next section, the smaller the A-K gap the higher the frequency content

of the pulse. The detectors operated in their linear response region,

which means that the output voltage was proportional to the input power.

The figures show the amplitude in mV (actual measurement) and peak power

in kW/cm 2 is indicated for the largest spike. The latter is calculated

based on calibrations of the mixer response as well as calibration of all

attenuation in the system. This power density calculation can be in error O

for two reasons. There is a large amount of attenuation prior to the

mixer (about 52 dB). This attenuation is made up of a number of discrete0

pieces, each calibrated separately. When combined, the errors in each

calibration add, thus, yielding uncertainties of 1-3 dB. However, the

dominant problem is that the attenuation characteristics are a function of

frequency. The vircator pulse is chirping (varying in frequency) and,

therefore, an estimate of an "average" attenuation must be made.

In addition to the previous four A-K gap settings, an attempt

was made to examine the pulse-shape of the vircator in the S-band region.

PI was exploring operation in this regime at the time of our measurement

and chose an A-K gap of 1.7 cm. Our diagnostic package was not set up for

this region, but we had an S-band mixer and attempted to utilize this in

conjunction with some waveguide components borrowed from P1. Figure 21

shows the pulse shape (shot 8103).

a
Several points should be made about the previous data. First,

some of the spiky structures in the figures have rise times apparently

limited by the oscilloscope rise time (350 ps). Second, as the -K gap is

increased (and therefore the center frequency decreased), the rise time of

the spikes decreases. Third, pulse shapes similar to the orininal PI

pulse shapes (prior to their implementing a detection system modeled on ,-2

ours), may be obtained using our detectors followed by an intearator.

Figure 22 shows the output of a fast PI diode (on our recordinq e(llipment)

compared to the output. of oir mixer detector fo I owed h\ a ?O) pr

:%%51-
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stripline integrator (shot 8069). In comparing these two outputs it

should be noted that the PI crystal is operating in the square law regime,

while our detector is operating in the linear regime. Thus, the P-

amplitude will appear compressed compared to ours. Comparison of the

ratios of the peaks in absolute units shows a strong correlation. Figure

23 shows the effect of the integrator on a fast pulse. The integration

time is approximately 3 ns. Finaliy, the base line between gaps in the

spiky data is not necessarily as flat as it appears. If the sensitivity

of the detectors is increased, a small spiky structure begins to appear on

the base line. This can be seen in Figure 24 (shots 8095 and 8096). The

only difference between the two outputs is that 10 dB of attenuation has

been removed from before the mixer detector prior to taking the second

shot.

Another point to be made about the pulse shape is that it is %

amazingly reproducible. Thus, although the pulse shape looks different ,

for different A-K gaps, if the A-K gap is the same the pulse shape is

similar. Figure 25 shows the pulse shape for two identical sequential

shots.

3.4 FREQUENCY CONTENT.

The instantaneous frequency of the microwave pulse was recorded

utilizing the heterodyne approach described in Section 2.2. This

technique down converts the microwave pulse and vields a signal with a

frequency equal to the absolute value of f±fLO, where fLO is the local

oscillator frequency and f is the frequenc of the microwave pulse at any,

instant in time. The higher frequency is beyond the bandwidth of the

mixer output- as well as the response of our recording equipment and is not

observed. Two measurements at different LO frequencies are required to

determine accuratel,, thte frequency, since the down convertted siQnal could

come from either f-fLO or fL-f.

,teiiv d 11 it tAr, the ,,-t ,r d, fIC  did(1no1 t i" 'd', '-d i r
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output there is a corresponding heterodyne output. Figure 26 shows the

corresponding heterodyne outputs for the previous pulse shape data

(Figure 20) and corresponds to the vircator A-K gap set at 0.9, 1.0, 1.1,

and 1.2 cm. Examination of the figures shows a pulse with high frequency

followed by lower frequency followed by higher frequency. This is because

the frequency is increasing in time and the local oscillator frequency has

been set approximately in the middle of the frequency band. Thus,

initially the heterodyne signal is fLo-f and ends up being f-fLO

passing through zero (f=fLO). The amplitude of the heterodyne signal is

not significantly modulated by the pulse shape because the detector is

operated in the saturated, nonlinear regime. However, some amplitude

modulation is apparent in Figure 26c. The instantaneous frequency can be

calculated from Figure 26 using the LO frequency given and knowing that

the frequency chirps from low to high.

3.5 ENERGY CONTENT.

The energy of the microwave pulse was measured with a

calorimeter. The PI L-band waveguide was tapered down to C-band waveguide

and an absorbing cone monitored b> thermistors collected the energy. The

calorimeter was described in Section 2.3. The major difficulty we

encountered with the calorimeter was damage to the absorbing cone. When

the tests were first begun, the calorimeter had to be vented to air from .

vacuum ever time the \ircator came up to air pressure. This occurred

after edch shot so that the A-k qaD could be rebuilt. The burst of air

comini down the Aa-eouide hiew the cone apart even though care %as taken

o let tw o rfssUre up slow I. 'A i th the addition of a wavequide Qate

e h'tween the i rcat or and the Cd or imeter tr is 1)rot Iem l ae ,

a l,'I :ted. The \al P "a irs.,alled for stot LQT r  ard al stic(e'edinrq,

" I
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A summary of the calorimeter data is shown in Table 2 and a

typical response is shown in Figure 27. The table lists only those shots

where calorimeter data was analyzable. Some shots resulted in poor J

calorimeter response for various reasons which will be discussed below. P%._

For an A-K gap of 1.1 cm, the first shot (#8062) resulted in the only

measurement that we report with confidence: 7.2 + 2.5 joules.

Preparations for the subsequent shot damaged the cone, resulting in poor

response for the succeeding shots with cone B. Subsequent shots with the

calorimeter also included the 1" leaky-pipe spectrometer, with the

exception of shots 8086-8089. The total power coupled to free space by

the leaky-pipe is unknown, and hence the fraction of the power detected by

the calorimeter is unknown. It is known, however, that the fractional

coupled power is quite significant. The measurements of the energy, from

shot to shot, are consistent, however. For A-K gaps of 1.0 cm and 1.2 cm,

the average detected energy is 0.56 ± 0.20 joules and 0.28 ± 0.09 joules, ,

respectively. When the leaky-pipe was removed, the energy measurements

did not change significantly. This may be attributed to possible

breakdown across the mylar window which was in place to protect the

detecting cone from remnants of the exploding cathode. The response shown

in Figure 27 is raw data for shot 8062. Time proceeds from right to

left. The data was analyzed by extrapolating to t = 0 and referring to

the calibration factor (in joules/mV) for heterodyne measured average

frequency for that shot.

3.6 MODE CONTENT.

The mode content of the vircator microwave pulse was measured

utilizing the leaky-pipe approach described in Section 2.4. The

leaky-pipe was constructed from C-band waveguide and consisted of 81

slots, 2.54 cm long, and 0.155S cm wide oriented perpendicular to the

direction of propagation alona the broadwall. A 1.27 cm thick plexiqlass
window utilized an O-rina to maintain ,actum interitN, The sme taper

used Aith the calorimeter, from L-barid to C-band, was required ir order to

I
,J),



Table 2. Summary of PI Vircator Calorimetric Measurements.

SHOT# A-K GAP ENERGY CONE# NOTES
(cm) (Joules)

8078 1.0 0.688 ± 0.243 C LP,MY
5079 1.0 0.331 ± 0.117 C LP,MY

• 8080 1.0 0.666 ± 0.235 C LP,MY
- 8087 1.0 0.527 ± 0.186 C MY
I" 8039 1.0 0.718 ± 0.253 C MY

8062 1.1 7.19 ± 2.53 B EB
8064 1.1 2.05 ± 0.72 B EB,DA
8071 1.1 0.239 ± 0.084 C LP,EB
8075 1.1 1.92 ± 0.677 C LP,MY
8076 1.1 0.230 ± 0.081 C LP,MY

8081 1.2 0.244 ± 0.086 C LPMY
8082 1.2 0.206 ± 0.073 C LP,MY
8083 1.2 0.206 ± 0.073 C LP,MY
8084 1.2 0.422 ± 0.149 C LP,MY
8085 1.2 0.297 ± 0.105 C LP,MY
8086 1.2 0.527 t 0.186 C MY

EB = E-Bend
LP = Leaky-Pipe
MY = Mylar

DA = Damaged

Note: All diagnostic configurations include an L-band to C-band adapter
as the first element and the calorimeter as the last element.

% %
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mate the leaky-pipe to the vircator. The angular pattern from the

leaky-pipe was monitored for an A-K gap of 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 cm. The

pulse shape for three A-K gaps was monitored at the following three angles

from the leaky-pipe axis: 20° , 45° , and 650. These are the approximate

angular positions of the TE10, TE2U, and TE30 modes, respectively, at 9

GHz. Then, utilizing the theoretically calculated angular response versus

mode, an identification of modes was made. We assumed that the leaky-pipe

radiated uniformly for the modes of interest. This is a reasonable

assumption given the construction of our leaky-pipe for TEmo modes.

Representative data is shown in Figures 28-30 for A-K gaps of 1.0, 1.1,

and 1.2 cm, respectively.

The analysis of the data shows that the vircator has an

amazingly pure modal spectrum given the over-moded nature of its output

waveguide. Eighty-nine per cent of the energy is in the TE1o mode in the

waveguide with about 4%6 in the TE20 mode and 79% in the TE30 mode. It is

not surprising that more energy is in the TE30 mode since this mode is

more easily excited bv the vircator than the TE20 mode.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS.

The calibration of the PI side-extract ion vircator was

successful. It was the f irst experimental indication that vircators

generate microwave energy in sharp bursts. Although the Pulse shape data

was different (spiky) than originally reported, the energy content was

similar to that reported. This is due to the integrating nature of the

diagnostics PI had been using. Ilhu s, the energy content, "hich was

suspected of being the kev factor in the system and c-omporient failure, was

V

Was expected. The vircator pulse is not ideal for HPM testinq. It does

not have uniform amplitude, but mo re important, the ericrq , per f requeric\

content is lore since the freqkiency is continijot.',I,, ('t,in inq. In its

defense, it does expose tarQ(,-s to ,i broad ratiqt, of fr(iticie%.
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The diagnostics MRCr fielded in this work were, in general ,

source diagnostics. Thus, the leaky-pipe and the calorimeter diagnostics

focused on the source and not the radiated field. Some field mapping was

performed, but w~as limited by the number of recording channels. It is our

recommendation that a multichannel field mapping capability~ be developed.

This would allow the radiated field, which is to be used by testers, to be

measured directly.
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